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Abstract

We will speculate on the theory of the e�ective sequence of unifomities

on a set and its e�ective limit as a methodology to vest a sequence of real

functions which have di�erent points of discontinuities with some notion

of computability� Some model examples which explain the necessity of

such a methodology are presented�

� Introduction and background

The standard notion of computability of a real number or of a sequence of real
numbers as well as that of computability of a real continuous function or of a
sequence of continuous functions is now generally agreed �cf� Section ��� There
are many references on this subject� We refer the reader to ���	
 there is also
���	 for a quick read�

There are many familiar functions which are discontinuous at some points
and to which we would like to attribute a certain kind of computability� One
approach to this problem was proposed by Pour�El and Richards ���	 and was
succeeded by Washihara �cf� ��	����	����	� and others� It was a functional
analysis approach� In their treatment� a function is regarded as computable
as a point in some function space� This is su�cient when one draws a rough
graph of the function� but does not supply us with information how to compute

individual values�
In an attempt to compute a discontinuous function� a problem arises in the

computation of the value at a jump point �a point of discontinuity�� Suppose a
number a is a jump point� The question �x � a�� is in general not decidable even
for computable x and a� This implies that one cannot decide whether a given
number x is a jump point� which in turn implies that there is no computation
algorithm to compute the value of a function at a jump point� Very often�
however� we do compute the value of a function at a point of discontinuity�
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There are many ways of characterizing computation of a discontinuous func�

tion� We have proposed two approaches to this problem� One is to represent
the value of a function at a jump point in terms of a recursive rational sequence
approximating it with a �limiting recursive modulus of convergence� instead of
a recursive one �Yasugi� Brattka� Washihara����	�� �A limiting recursive func�
tion is obtained from a recursive function by taking the limit of its values if the
limit exists� The notion of the limiting recursive function is due to Gold ��	� and
has been utilized also in some works related to ours� cf� ��	 and ��	�� Another is
to change the topology of the domain of a function �Tsujii� Mori� Yasugi����	� so
that a discontinuous function �in the Euclidean topology� becomes continuous
in the new topology� More precisely� we obtain a �uniform topology� by �iso�
lating� the jump points� Under certain conditions� these two approaches are
equivalent ����	��

Let us explain the problem and the idea of isolation in more detail with the
case of computing �x	� the Gau�ian function� This example has been extensively
taken up in ���	� and helps to distill the situation�

The Gau�ian function �x	 outputs the �greatest integer� that does not exceed
x� It can be de�ned as

�x	 � n if n � x � n� �

for each integer n� and hence the value can be determined by judging � alone
unless x be an integer� When x is an integer� x � n� is usually undecidable
�even for a computable x�� and hence there is no general computation algorithm
for �x	� �A counter�example is given in ���	��

From what sort of viewpoint can one discuss the computability of a function
like this�

Let x be a computable real number� and let us attempt to compute its value
�x	� For the sake of simplicity� we assume x � ��

For n � �� �� �� �� � � �� keep asking �x � n�� and �n � x��� �Technically� we
try to decide the inequality with respect to a recursive sequence of rational num�
bers� say frmg� which approximates x with a recursive modulus of convergence�
say �� cf� Section ��� One will infallibly hit an n satisfying n � x � n � �� If
one is fortunate so that one hits an n satisfying n � x � n � �� then one can
put �x	 � n and the computation halts� In general� however� one cannot decide
whether n � x � n� � or n� � � x � n� ��

So� one checks the inequality

r��p� � �n� ���
�

�p

for p � �� �� � � �� According to its answer� we de�ne a sequence of integers fNpg
as follows�

While the answer is No� put Np � n��� Once the answer becomes Yes at p�
then put Nq � n for all q satisfying q � p� fNpg is a well�de�ned and recursive
sequence of rationals �integers� as a matter of fact�� and it can be shown that�
if Np � n� � holds for all p� then the limit of the sequence is n� �
 otherwise�
the limit is n� In either case� the sequence fNpg approximates the value �x	�
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We have to be careful here to note that it is not decidable whether the limit
is n or n��� It is true that one of the two cases de�nitely holds� and the limit
is the value �x	� Furthermore� for each case� there is a recursive modulus of
convergence� Only we do not know which case holds�

This undecidability indicates that a master program to compute �x	 is not
guaranteed� Indeed� there is a computable sequence of real numbers fxng� where
the sequence of its values f�xn	g does not form a computable sequence of reals
�integers� in this case� cf� ���	��

On the other hand� in particular� we do distinguish an integer n on the
real line and easily compute �n	�� n�� Then� excluding integers� we can run a
program to compute �x	�

How can we express such an intellectual activity of the human being� This
was the origin of our study of �e�ective uniformity� in relation to the com�
putability problem in analysis� One interpretation was proposed in ���	� Namely�
one allows the outputs f�xn	g to be approximated by a recursive double sequence
of rationals with a �limiting recursive� modulus of convergence� and its meaning
was speculated in ���	� This is mathematically interesting and signi�cant� but
does not really represent our mental activity� We have found that most natural
mathematical representation of such an activity is �change of topology� of the
real line� the domain of a function� by isolating the jump points� In the case of
the Gau�ian function �x	� one proceeds as follows�

Isolate each integer n so that the fundamental neighborhood system of the
point n consists of the singleton fng alone� while each open interval �n � �� n�
preserves the Euclidean topology� The collection ffng� �n��� n� � n � �� �� �� � � �g
induces a �uniform topology�� As far as the computability of a function is
concerned� there is no need to evaluate the metric of the domain� and hence
assigning the uniform topology su�ces�

With respect to the thus obtained uniform topology� the function �x	 becomes
continuous� since there is no element in the neighborhood of an integer x � n

other than n� By assigning �e�ectivity� to this uniform space� we can develop
a theory of computability of a function such as �x	 as the computability theory
of the continuous functions �cf� ���	�� In this treatment� the uniform space as
above has been associated with the function �x	� In fact� this topology is the
�weakest topology� for the function �x	 to become continuous� We would call it
the �natural topology� for �x	� �Technically� a topology T on a set X is called
the weakest for a function f � X � Y if the inverse image of the open sets of Y
by f forms the system of fundamental neighborhoods for T ��

In analysis� the limit of a function sequence ffng plays an important role� In
such a case� to each function fn a uniform topology must be assigned� since the
functions in the sequence may have di�erent jump points� On the other hand�
in order to study the limit function of the sequence� all the functions must be
treated in one topology� We have thus been led to the notion of the �e�ective
limit� of a sequence of uniform spaces�

As for the �sequence� of functions with di�erent jump points� we �rst pro�
posed an approach� guided by an example of the system of Rademacher func�
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tions� in terms of the �limiting recursive modulus of convergence� ���	�� Let
f�l�x�g be the sequence of Rademacher functions �cf� ���	� ��	�� In ��	� it
was shown that f�l�x�g has a �weak sequential computability�� that is� there
is a program which does the following job� input a computable sequence of
real numbers fxmg� a recursive triple sequence of rational numbers can be con�
structed so that it converges to f�l�xm�g with a limiting recursive modulus of
convergence� This method� however� does not represent our mental activity of
computing the values of a function sequence at the jump points� as was the case
of a single function �x	� We have thus resorted to an alternative way� using the
notion of the �e�ective sequence of uniformities��

In this article� we develop the theory of �e�ective sequence of uniformities�
and its �e�ective limit� �Section � in order to realize the idea stated above�
Under a certain condition� the �limit� of such an e�ective sequence is again
an e�ective uniformity �Section � Theorem ��� Several examples supporting
the theory of e�ective sequence of uniformities will be presented in Section ��
E�ectivity of models of Section � is demonstrated in Section ��

Our original theory of the e�ective uniform space can be seen in ���	� ���	
and ���	�

We will �rst give a brief account of some known fundamental notions such as
computable real numbers and computable �continuous� real functions as well as
the e�ective uniformity and the computability structure on the e�ective uniform
space �Section �� for the reader�s convenience�

In Section �� we present a special case of the theory proposed in Section �
There we con�ne ourselves to the real numbers in the interval I � ��� �� and
real functions on it� The theory of an e�ective sequence of uniformities on I and
its limit is developed �Propositions ���� ����� For the real sequences from I � E�
computability �computability in the Euclidean topology�� ��computability �com�
putability with respect to the ��th uniformity in the sequence� � � �� �� �� � � ��
and ��computability �computability with respect to the limit of the sequence�
will be de�ned� and their mutual relationships will be worked out �Propositions
��������� This limit space is topologically equivalent to the Fine�metric space
�cf� Remark in Section ���

In Section �� a gerenal treatment of the computable sequence of functions
on the sequence of uniformities will be presented� The functions in the models
in Section � will then be discussed in Section ��

We only list some references which have close relationship with the present
work�

We hope to modify our approach to a function sequence with points of
discontinuity de�ned on a metric space with a computability structure �cf� ��	
and ���	��

The article is composed in a manner that some model examples are �rst
given� prior to the theory� so that the motivation for the theory can be better
understood� It is made self�contained as much as possible�





� Preliminaries

In the following� R will denote the set of real numbers� In general� letters such
as p� l�m� n� k� 	� � will be used to denote positive integers or natural numbers�

For the subsequent discussion� let us here note the following fundamental
facts� ���� � on natural numbers and on rational numbers are decidable
 a � b

can be decided for computable real numbers a and b when the inequality indeed
holds� while a � b and a � b are not necessarily decidable even for computable
real numbers a and b�

We will �rst introduce some basic de�nitions�

De�nition ��� �Euclidean computability� cf� ���	� ���	� �� A sequence of
rational numbers frng is called recursive if

rm � ������m� 
�m�

��m�

hold with recursive functions �� 
 and ��
�� A sequence of real numbers fxig is called E�computable �computable with

respect to the Euclidean topology� if

�m � ��i� p�jxi � rimj �
�

�p

for a recursive function � and a recursive sequence of rational numbers frimg�
This property will be expressed as xi �E hrim� ��i� p�i� or� for short� xi �E
hrim� �i�

A real number x is called E�computable if fx� x� x� � � �g is�
�� A real �continuous� function f is computable �E�computable� if the fol�

lowing �i� and �ii� hold�
�i� f preserves sequential computability� that is� for a computable fxng�

ff�xn�g is computable�
�ii� f is e�ectively continuous with a recursive ��

�p�n�k � ��n� p��x� y 	 ��n� n	jx� yj �
�

�k

 jf�x� � f�y�j �

�

�p


This de�nition can be extended to a sequence of functions�

Remark Notice that� in the de�nition above� the Euclidean computability of
a function is de�ned only for a continuous function� On the other hand� in
computing values of a piecewise continuous real function� for example� it is a
common practise to �rst compute the value at a jump point� and then compute
values on the open interval where the function is continuous� Such an action
corresponds to the mathematical notion of isolating the jump points or isolating
each half�closed interval� For instance� consider the function f such that f�x� �
� if x � � and f�x� � � if x � �� and isolate the intervals I� � ���� �� and
I� � ����� from each other� Then we can regard f as continuous on each
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interval of I� and I�� We were thus led to the uniform topology of the real
line induced from the Euclidean topology by isolating the jump points or the
intervals with the jump points at ends� �We have employed the de�nition of
uniformity as de�ned in �	�� For details of three de�nitions below� see ���	 and
���	�

Let X be a non�empty set� A sequence fVngn�N of maps from X to the
powerset of X � that is� Vn � X � P �X�� is called a �countable� uniformity if it
satis�es some axioms� that is� Axioms A� � A� to be stated below� Let us note
that� in fact� A� and A� in �	 can be uni�ed to A��A�� �nVn�x� � fxg We
will state Axioms A� � A� in the form of e�ective uniformity�

De�nition ��� �E�ective uniformity����	� Let fVng be as above� It is called
an e�ective uniformity if there are recursive functions ��� �� and �� such that

�A��A�� �n Vn�x� � fxg


�E�ective A�� �n�m�x 	 XV���n�m��x�  Vn�x� � Vm�x�


�E�ective A�� �n�x� y 	 Xx 	 V���n��y�
 y 	 Vn�x�


�E�ective A�� �n�x� y� z 	 Xx 	 V���n��y� � y 	 V���n��z�
 x 	 Vn�z�

The system T �� hX� fVng� ��� ��� ��i will be called an e�ective uniform topo�

logical space�

Note It is known that fVn�x�g forms a system of fundamental neighborhoods
of x for x 	 X �

De�nition ��� �E�ective V �convergence����	� A sequence fxkg from X is said
to e�ectively V �converge to x in X if there is a recursive function 
 satisfying

�n�k � 
�n�xk 	 Vn�x�

This property will be expressed as x �V hxk� 
i�
This de�nition can be extended to e�ective convergence of a multiple se�

quence to a sequence�

De�nition ��� �Computability structure����	� Let S be a family of sequences
from X �multiple sequences included�� S is called a computability structure for
T if the following C��C� hold�

C�� �Non�emptiness� S is nonempty�
C�� �Re�enumeration� If fxkg 	 S and � is a recursive function� then

fx��i�gi 	 S�
C�� �Limit� If fxlkg belongs to S� fxlg is a sequence from X � and fxlkg

V �converges to fxlg e�ectively as k tends to the in�nity� then fxlg 	 S� �S is
closed with respect to e�ective V �convergence��

In fact� C� and C� should be stated for multiple sequences�
A sequence belonging to S is called V �computable� and x 	 X is called

V �computable if fx� x� � � �g is V �computable�
We will henceforth consider the system of the pair hT �Si�
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Remark Applications of the e�ective uniform space to the computability prob�
lems of some E�discontinuous real functions are seen in ���	� ���	 and ���	� In
the present article� we are interested in the computability property of a function
sequence whose functions have di�erent jump points� and� for that purpose� we
need to work on a sequence of uniformities�

De�nition ��� �E�ective separability����	� �� Suppose a V �computable se�
quence fekg satis�es the following� For each computable sequence fxmg� there
is a recursive function 	 such that

�n�m�e��n�m� 	 Vn�xm��

Then fekg is called an e�ective V �approximating sequence of the computability
structure S�

�� Let fekg be an e�ective V �approximating sequence� Suppose furthermore
that it is dense in X � that is� �n�x�k�ek 	 Vn�x��� Then the space hT �Si is
said to be e�ectively V �separable� and fekg is called an e�ective V �separating

sequence�

We will now consider U � hT �S� fekgi�

Note No e�ectivity is assumed for the association of k to n and x in �� above�

� Model examples

We will �rst quote �ve sequences of E�discontinuous functions from ���	 �with
possibly some minor modi�cations�� since they are typical examples which ex�
plain the points of problem of our concern�

� will subsequently represent a positive integer�

Model � �Gau�ian function� Let g be the Gau�ian function� that is� g�x� �the
largest integer i such that i � x� For simplicity� we con�ne ourselves to the
domain I� � ������ Let us also consider fg��x�g de�ned by

g��x� � g�x� if x � �
 � � if x � �

The function g can be regarded as the �limit� of the function sequence fg�g�
In order to regard g� as continuous� it is natural to bestow the uniform

topology to I� by mutually isolating the intervals I�i � �i� i � ��� i � �� and
I�� � ������ and conserving the interval topology fI

�
i � �x�

�
�n � x�

�
�n �g within

each of these intervals� Such a topology turns out to be a uniform topology
for each �� In each interval I�i as above� g� is E�continuous� while g� is not if
	 � �� It should be unnatural to consider g� with respect to the intervals fI

�
i g

when 	 � � so that g� happens to be E�continuous at such 	� The topology
determined by I�i is natural for g� in the sense that it is the weakest topology
with respect to which g� becomes continuous�
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On the other hand� in order to regard the Gau�ian function as the limit of
the sequence fg�g� it is necessary to consider all the functions g� as well as g
in one topology� It will be thus sensible to consider a kind of the limit of the
uniformities fU�

ng� in which all these functions become continuous� The limit
uniformity fU�

n g turns out to be the one in which all the half�open intervals �i� i�
��� i � �� �� �� � � � are mutually isolated� while each �i� i��� conserves the interval
topology� fg�g is a sequence of continuous functions in the limit uniformity and
the Gau�ian function� the limit of this sequence� is also continuous� �This limit
space is somewhat di�erent from the �amalgamated space� for the Gau�ian
function in Section � of ���	��

Model � �Pulse functions� Consider a sequence of pulse functions f��g on I��

���x� �
�

��
if x � �
 � � if x �� �

�� produces a pulse of size
�
�� at x � �� The limit of this function sequence

is the constant � function� say �� �� becomes continuous in the space which is
obtained from the interval topology on I� by isolating the sole point �� In order
to consider the convergence of f��g to �� we should isolate all the integers in I��
while preserving the interval topology in the open intervals between adjacent
integers� �This is the amalgamated uniformity in Section � of ���	��

Model � �Rademacher functions� Here we consider the bounded half open
interval I � ��� ��� and the Rademacher function system f���x�g on I �cf� ��	��
The �th function �� in the Rademacher system is continuous in the topology
where the intervals � k�� �

k��
�� �� k � �� � �� are mutually isolated� In order to

develop the Walsh analysis� we need to consider these functions in one topology�
The union of the topologies above will serve the purpose�

We have elaborated on Model � in Sections  and � of ���	 and hence we
refer the reader to ���	�

Model � �Variation of tangent function� Consider the function sequence ���x�
de�ned on R as follows� ���x� � � if x � �i��

�� � for some integer i
 ���x� �

tan�����x� otherwise� For �� if we isolate the points �i��
�� �� then �� becomes

continuous� �We do not consider the limit of the function sequence for this
model��

Model � �Cantor set� Consider the interval I	 � ��� �	� De�ne �rst a ���
decomposition� of I	� denoted by K

�
hi��i������i�i

� where ij � �� �� �� as follows�

K�
hi��i������i�i

� � �
k
�

ik

�k
� �

k
�

ik

�k
�
�

��
	

if i�� � � � � i���� i� �� �


K�
hi��i������i�i

� � �
k
�

ik

�k
� �

k
�

ik

�k
�
�

��
�

�



if i�� � � � � i��� �� � and i� � �


K�
hi��i������i�i

� K
�

hi��i������i�i

if there exists a 	 � � � � such that i�� � � � � i��� �� � and i� � ��
It is obvious that� for each �� the collection of K�

hi��i������i�i
�s forms a decom�

position of I	� and hence� for every x 	 I	� there is a unique tuple hi�� i�� � � � � i�i
such that x 	 K�

hi��i������i�i
� For each �� mutually isolate all the K�

hi��i������i�i
to

obtain a sequence of topologies with respect to which the characteristic functions
of these intervals are continuous�

The sequence of these intervals is a process of getting the Cantor set� We
will later deal with the characteristic functions of these decompositions�

Remark �� Our major interest is the computability of the functions as above�
Namely� we would like to consider the functions in concern as computable in the
sense of computability of continuous functions in some uniform topologies �cf�
Section  of ���	�� In order to materialize this idea� we will develop the theory
of e�ective sequence of uniformities and its e�ective limit according to ���	� �In
���	� our emphasis was mainly on treatment of some special cases��

�� In order to deal with the limit of a function sequence� we need to consider
the functions in the sequence as well as the limit function in one topology�
However� we consider it natural to assign to each function the weakest topology
with respect to which the function becomes continuous� This is the reason why
we work on a sequence of uniformities and its limit� and not on the limit space
from the outset�

� E�ective sequence of uniformities and its limit

In this section� we develop a general theory of the e�ective sequence of unifor�
mities and its limit�

De�nition ��� �E�ective sequence of uniformities� �� Let fV �
n g � ffV �

n gng�
be a sequence of uniformities on a set X satisfying the following conditions �cf�
De�nition �����

For each �� A��A� holds� that is� �nV �
n �x� � fxg�

The recursive functions ��� �� and �� in A�� A� and A� in De�nition ���
depend here also on �� Thus� for example� e�ective A� stands as follows�

��� n�x� y 	 Xx 	 V �
�����n�

�y�
 y 	 V �
n �x�

Then fV �
n g will be called an e�ective sequence of uniformities �on X�� �It is

obvious that fV �
n gn is an e�ective uniformity for each ���

�� fx�lkg is said to sequentially e�ectively V �converge to fx�lg if there is a
recursive function 
 satisfying the following�

��� l� n�k � 
��� l� n�x�lk 	 V �
n �x�l�

�



We will write this property as x�l �V hx�lk � 
i �cf� De�nition �����
�� For each �� S� will denote the computability structure on hX� fV �

n gni
�cf� De�nition ���� The sequence fS�g will be called an e�ective sequence

of computability structures if the recursive functions in the de�nition of the
computability structure �cf� De�nition ��� depend also on �� For example�
C� stands as follows� Suppose fx�lkgk 	 S� for each � and l� and fx�lg � X �
Suppose fx�lkgk sequentially e�ectively V �converges to fx�lg� that is� x�l �V

hx�lk � 
i �cf� �� above�� Then fx�lgl 	 S� � �Any sequence belonging to S� will
be called S� �computable� or ��computable��

� C� will denote the set of ��computable elements of X� If C� is identical
�say C	� for all �� then hX� fV �

n g�n� fS�g�i is said to have a stable computability

structure�
�� hX� fV �

n g� fS�gi is said to have a common e�ective V �separating sequence

feqg if feqg 	 S� holds for all �� and feqg is an e�ective separating sequence with
respect to S� for each � � where the function 	 in De�nition ��� depends also on
�� that is� given a sequence fx�mg so that fx�mgm 	 S� � e����n�m� 	 V �

n �x�m�
holds�

We will write a system with all those structures as

E � hX� fV �
n g� ��� ��� ��� fS�g� feqgi �

and call it the system of a f�g�consistent sequence of uniformities�

Assumption� We will henceforth work on E �

Corollary � �� A system E has the �computability structure intersection prop�
erty�� that is�

T
S� �� �� since feqg 	

T
S� �

�� E has the �computable elements intersection property�� that is�
T
C� �� ��

since each eq 	
T
C� �

De�nition ��� �E�ective limit� Given a system E as above� a uniformity fWlg
on X will be called an e�ective limit of fV �

n g if the following properties are
satis�ed�

�i� fWlg is an e�ective uniformity on X �cf� De�nition �����
�ii� There are recursive functions ��� �� and � such that

�l�xWl�x� � V
���l�
���l�

�x�


���n�xW	���n��x� � V �
n �x�

�iii� hX� fWlgi has a computability structure S� satisfying S� �
T
� S� � �A

sequence of S� is called S�� �or ���computable��
�iv� Let C� denote the set of ��computable elements of X � Then� C� �T

� C� � �If fV �
n g has the stable computability structure� then C� � C	��

�v� feqg in E is an ��e�ective separating sequence �cf� De�nition �����

Note In �iii� and �iv� above� S� and C� are nonempty due to Corollary ��

��



De�nition ��� �Intersection property� We say that a sequence of uniformities
fV �

n g has the sequential intersection property if� for A� in De�nition ���� further
holds that there are recursive functions � and � satisfying the following�

���� ���n�m�x � X�V
��������n�m�
��������n�m� �x� � V ��

n �x� � V ��
m �x��

De�nition ��� �The e�ective union of fV �
n g� Given a system E � de�ne fV �

l g

by V �
l 	 V

���l�
���l�

� where �� and �� are recursive inverse functions of a recursive

pairing function hp� qi so that l 	 h���l�� ���l�i� If l 	 h�� ni� then we write V �
l

as V �
h��ni�	 V �

n �� fV
�
l g will be called the union of fV �

n g�

Theorem � ��
uniformity� a su�ciency condition� Given a system E � and
suppose fV �

n g has the sequential intersection property �cf� De�nition ���� Then
the union of fV �

n g� viz� fV
�
l g 	 fV �

h��nig� is the e�ective limit of fV
�
n g� and hence

in particular is an e�ective uniformity on X �cf� De�nitions ��� and �����

Proof We show �i�
�v� in De�nition ����
�i� A��A� is obvious� A� and A� hold due to the conditions in �� of

De�nition ���� For example� A� can be shown to hold as below�

��� n�x� y � X�x � V �
h�������n�i

�y�� y � V �
h��ni�x��

Notice that V �
h�������n�i

�y� 	 V �
�����n�

�y� and V �
h��ni�x� 	 V �

n �x��
A� holds due to the sequential intersection property�

V �
h��������n�m����������n�m�i�x� � V �

h���ni
�x� � V �

h���mi�x��

�ii� Since V �
l �x� 	 V

���l�
���l�

�x� by de�nition� we can take 	� 	 �� and 	� 	 ���

Also� it holds V �
h��ni�x� 	 V �

n �x�� hence we can take 
��� n� 	 h�� ni�

�iii� De�ne S� 	 ��S� � Then S� �	 � by �� of Corollary �� If fxjg � S��
then fxjg � S� for all �� So� any recursive re
enumeration of fxjg is a member
of S� for all �� hence of S��

Suppose fxjig � S� � fxjg 	 X and there is a recursive function � such that

�j�l�i
 ��j� l��xji � V �
l �xj� 	 V

���l�
���l�

�xj��

or
�j��� n�i 
 ��j� h�� ni��xji � V �

h��ni�xj� 	 V �
n �xj��

Put ���j� �� n� 	 ��j� h�� ni�� Then� for each ��

�j� n�i 
 ���j� �� n��xji � V �
n �xj��

and hence fxjg � S� � This implies fxjg � S�� So� S� is a computability
structure�

�iv� Put C� 	
T
� C� �

��



�v� Recall that feqg �
T
S��	 S��� If fxmg � S�� then fxmg � S� for all

�� and hence
e����n�m� � V �

n �xm� 	 V �
l �xm�

where l 	 h�� ni� So� feqg is an e�ective �
separating sequence�

Remark �� In Section � below� we will see that the su�ciency condition in
Theorem � is quite prevailing�

�� Theorem � guarantees that� under the intersection property in De�nition
��� the e�ective limit uniformity fV �

l g exists for a system E �
� Some of our examples of the e�ective sequence of uniformities on the

real line do not have the sequential intersection property� Such a sequence can
nevertheless have the e�ective limit as we will see�

� A model example on the domain ��� ��

In this section� we will discuss Model  of Section  at some length� as an
exemplary case of an e�ective sequence of uniformities� This example has been
discussed in detail in ����� but here it is treated as an application of Theorem
�� Other examples will be treated in Section ��

Put I 	 ��� ��� This is the domain of our discourse in Section �� We assume
that � is a positive integer� and � � k � �� � �� The sequence of uniformities in
consideration will be denoted by fU�

ng� In ����� we have proved some interesting
interrelations between the computability problem with respect to fU�

ngn for each
� and the computability problem with respect to the e�ective limit uniformity�

We have also worked on some function sequences de�ned on I � say ff�g�
where the index � represents the �size of the mesh� on I � that is� f� is continuous
in each mesh� Then� � plays the role of an indicator expressing the distance of
two adjacent points of discontinuity of f� �in the Euclidean topology�� It then
immediately follows that fU�

ng is a natural topology �the weakest topology� for
f� �

First we review the de�nition of the sequence fU�
ng and some properties

from ���� for the reader�s convenience�

De�nition ��� �Neighborhoods and uniformity� De�ne subintervals of I � de

noted by I�k � and the sequence fU�

ng as follows�

I�k 	 �
k

��
�
k � �

��
��U�

n�x� 	 I�k � �x�
�

�n
� x�

�

�n
� if x � I�k �

Corollary � �cf� ����� �� fU�
ng is a decreasing sequence with respect to ��

that is� U���
n �x� � U�

n�x��
�� fU�

ng is a decreasing sequence with respect to n� that is� U�
n���x� �

U�
n�x��
� x � U�

n�y� if and only if y � U�
n�x� �symmetry��

�� If x � U�
n���y�� y � U�

n���z�� then x � U�
n�z� �transitivity��

��



Proposition ��� �E�ective sequence������ �� fU�
ng forms an e�ective sequence

of uniformities on I �cf� �� of De�nition �����
�� fU�

ng satis�es the sequential intersection property �cf� De�nition ����

�� and �� of Proposition ��� have been proved in ����� For ��� we have

����� n�m� 	 max�n�m�� ����� n� 	 n� ����� n� 	 n� ��

For ��� we have

����� ��� n�m� 	 max���� ���� ����� ��� n�m� 	 max�n�m��

De�nition ��� ��
computability� Let � be an arbitrary �but �xed� positive
integer� and let  denote a �nite sequence of indices� which is possibly empty�
i denote a �nite sequence �of natural numbers�  followed by i�

�� A �multiple� sequence fa�ig is called a �
sequence if� for each � there
exists a k 	 k� � �� � � such that fa�igi � I�k �

�� A multiple sequence of rational numbers fr�ig is called a recursive �

sequence if it is recursive and is a �
sequence�

� fa�mig e�ectively �
converges to fx�mg with respect to i if there is a
recursive function � so that i 
 ���m� p� implies a�mi � U�

p �x�m�� We write
this property as

x�m � ha�mi� ���m� p�i

or� for short� x�m � ha�mi� �i�
�� A sequence of real numbers fx�mg is called �
computable if there are a

recursive �
sequence fr�mig and a recursive function � as in � such that

x�m � hr�mi� ���m� p�i �

�� A real number x is called �
computable if the sequence fx� x� � � �g is
�
computable�

Proposition ��� ��
computability structure� Let S� be the family of �
computable
sequences and let S	 denote the family of E
computable sequences� Let C� be
the set of �
computable elements� and let C	 denote the set of E
computable
elements�

�� fS�g is an e�ective sequence of computability structures with respect
to fU�

ng� and it holds that S� 	 S��� 	 S	� where each inclusion represents a
proper subset�

�� C� 	 C	�
� A recursive enumeration of all dyadic rationals is an e�ective separating

sequence for all �� and serves as a common e�ective U 
separating sequence�

By virtue of Proposition ���� fU�
ng � fS�g and feqg satisfy the conditions on

E � and hence we can now apply Theorem � to fU�
ng to obtain the following�

Proposition ��� �E�ective limit fU�
l g� fU�

ng has the e�ective limit with re

spect to fS�g�

�



Let us denote the limit with fU�
l g� or fU

�
h��nig� By the proof of Theorem ��

U�
h��ni 	 U�

n �S� 	
�
S� �

Remark In ����� we have presented a direct characterization of �
computable
sequences� while here we have obtained the �
computability structure as an
application of Theorem �� It is a straightforward practise to show that these
two notions coincide�

� E�ectivity of models

Returning to other models in Section � we assign an e�ective sequence of uni

formities and see that it has the e�ective limit� At the same time� an e�ective
separating sequence will be assigned�

Model � De�ne a uniformity fU���
n g on I� 	 ����� as follows�

U���
n �x� 	 �i� i� �� � �x�

�

�n
� x�

�

�n
� if i � x � i� � � ��

	 ����� � �x �
�

�n
� x�

�

�n
� if x 
 ��

As for the sequential intersection property �De�nition ���� one can take the
maximum of the two indices for both functions � and ��

A sequence of numbers from I�� say fxmg� will be called �
computable if it
is an E
computable sequence which is e�ectively approximated by a recursive
double sequence of rational numbers� say frmjg� such that� for eachm� frmjgj 	
��� ��� if x � ��� ���� where � 	 i and �� 	 i�� for some i � � or � 	 � and �� 	��

Let S�� denote the family of �
computable sequences� The set of computable
elements C�� is exactly the E
computable real numbers in I�� say C	�

An e�ective enumeration of all rational numbers in I� serves as a common
e�ective separating sequence� By Theorem �� the e�ective limit exists� that is�

U
���
l �x� 	 U

�����l�
���l�

�x��

fU���
l g is e�ectively equivalent to the sequence fW ���

j g below�

W
���
j �x� 	 �i� i� �� � �x �

�

�j
� x�

�

�j
� if x � �i� i� ���

g and fg�g are all �
continuous�

Model � De�ne fU���
n �x�g as follows�

U���
n �x� 	 fxg� if x 	 ��

��



U���
n �x� 	 �x�

�

�n
� x�

�

�n
� � ��� ��� if � � x � ��

U���
n �x� 	 �x�

�

�n
� x�

�

�n
� � ������ if � � x�

It is obvious that fU���
n �x�g forms an e�ective sequence of uniformities�

For this model� the sequential intersection property does not hold� However�
by modifying the sequence of uniformities� one can de�ne the e�ective union�
Namely� de�ne another sequence of uniformities by

W ���
n �x� 	

�
l��

U��l
n �x�� if x � ��� ���

W ���
n �x� 	 U���

n �x�� if x � ������

fW ���
n g is an e�ective sequence of uniformities� �
computable sequences are

de�ned similarly to those in Model �� The set of �
computable numbers is the
set of E
computable numbers� A recursive enumeration of rational numbers in
I� forms a common e�ective separating sequence� fW ���

n g therefore satis�es
the conditions on E � So� Theorem � applies and we obtain the limit uniformity
by W

���
h��ni 	W ���

n � f��g is �
continuous�

The space with fW ���
l g is identical with the �amalgamated space� in Section

� of ����� In this space� all the nonnegative integers are isolated and the intervals
between adjacent integers conserve the interval topology�

Although� for the limit alone� dealing with the sequence fW ���
n g is su�cient�

the natural topology for �� is fU���
n gn�

Model � Put

U���
n �x� 	

�i� �

��
�

if x 	 �i��
�� ��

U���
n �x� 	 J�i � �x�

�

�n
� x�

�

�n
��

if x � J�i � where J
�
i 	 � �i���� �� �i���� ���

The sequential intersection property holds for fU���
n g� As for an e�ective

separating sequence as well as computability structure� we need a device as in
����� The point is to assign a symbolic name to each element �i��

�� �� and include
it in the e�ective separating sequence� The �
computable sequences are de�ned
as in the case of Model � except that all the points �i��

�� � are isolated� The
conditions in De�nition ��� are then satis�ed� By Theorem �� we can de�ne the
e�ective limit�

Model � For each �� de�ne

U���
n �x� 	 K�

hi��i������i�i
� �x�

�

�n
� x�

�

�n
�

if x � K�
hi��i������i�i

� It is easy to show that fU���
n g is an e�ective sequence of

uniformities� The notions of �
computability of sequences from I	 �with respect
to fU���

n g� can be de�ned similarly to the case of Model ��

��



Note The de�nition of a computable sequence above can be extended to the
de�nition of a multiple sequence� Precise de�nitions of computability structures
are seen in ����� ���� ���� and �����

� Computability of a function sequence in the

limit

In the e�ective limit� one can discuss the limit of a computable function se

quence�

The de�nition of the �computable function� on a uniform space below is a
streamlined version of the same notion in �����

De�nition 	�� �Computable function� �� A real
valued function f from an
e�ective uniform space with a computability structure S and an e�ective sep

arating sequence� say hX� fVng�S� feqgi� is called V 
computable if the following
hold�

�i� f preserves sequential V 
computability� that is� for any fxig � S� ff�xi�g
is an E
computable sequence of reals�

�ii� f is e�ectively continuous in the following sense�
There is a recursive function �	�q� p� for which

y � V���q�p��eq�� jf�y�� f�eq�j �
�

�p
���

and
��
q
�

V���q�p��eq� 	 X ���

for each p�
�� A sequence of functions� say ff�g� is called V 
computable if it preserves

sequential V 
computability in the sense of �i� above� viz�� for any computable
sequence fxmg� ff��xm�g is an E
computable double sequence of real numbers�
and there is a recursive function �	��� q� p� �depending also on �� for which �ii�
above holds �for every ��� In particular� ��� should be modi�ed as follows�

y � V�����q�p��eq�� jf��y�� f��eq�j �
�

�p
�

Consider next a system E �Section ���

De�nition 	�� �f�g
computable sequence of functions� Let ff�g be a sequence
of real
valued functions on X �

ff�g is called a f�g
computable sequence of functions if the following three
conditions hold�

�i� For each �� f� is V �
computable� that is� f� is computable in the sense
of �� of De�nition ��� with resepect to fV �

n gn�

��



�ii� If fxmg � ��S� � then ff��xm�g is an E
computable double sequence of
real numbers�

�iii� There is a recursive function �	 for which hold that

y � V �
�����q�p�

�eq�� jf��y�� f��eq�j �
�

�p

and
��
q
�

V �
�����q�p�

�eq� 	 X

for each ��

Theorem � �V �
computable function sequence� Let fV �
n g be an e�ective se


quence of uniformities in a system E satisfying the intersection property of
De�nition ��� and let fV �

l g be its e�ective limit as de�ned in Theorem �� Let
ff�g be a f�g
computable sequence of functions �De�nition ����� Then ff�g is
computable with respect to fV �

l g �V
�
computable� or �
computable��

Proof Notice �rst that fV �
l g is an e�ective uniformity as de�ned in Theorem

�� where V �
h��ni 	 V �

n � In order to prove the two properties in �� of De�nition
���� we will cite the item numbers in De�nition ����

�
sequential computability is guaranteed by �ii��
�
e�ective continuity� It su�ces to de�ne a recursive function � such that

y � V �
	���q�p��eq�� jf��y�� f��eq�j �

�

�p

and
��
q
�

V �
	���q�p��eq� 	 X�

With �	 in �iii�� de�ne

���� q� p� 	 h�� �	��� q� p�i �

Then the two conditions are satis�ed�

The e�ective convergence of a function sequence below is an improved version
of the one in De�nition �� of ����� and is a generalization of De�nition ��� in
����

De�nition 	�� �E�ective convergence of a function sequence� Let ff�g be a
V �
computable sequence of functions� It is said to e�ectively V ��converge to
a function f if there are recursive functions ��i� k� and ��i� k� satisfying the
following�

�a� x � V �
��p�q��eq� and � 
 ��p� q� imply jf��x�� f�x�j � �

�p �

�b�
S�
q
� V

�
��p�q��eq� 	 X for each p�

��



In fact� this de�nition is valid for any e�ective uniformity with a computabil

ity structure and an e�ective separating sequence�

Applications of Theorem � and De�nition �� are seen in the next section�
There is a su�cient condition for computability of the limit function in a

general setting �cf� Corollary  in ������
E�ective convergence of a function in the Fine metric space is discussed in

��� and in its revized version�

� Functions in the models

We will speculate on the function sequences and their convergences in the models
of Section �

Model � It is obvious that g is �
computable� Recall that g��x� 	 g�x� if
� � x � � and 	 � if x 
 �� From this de�nition� fg�g is f�g
computable�
and hence by Theorem � it is U���
computable� In fact fg�g is �uniformly�
computable�

fg�g e�ectively �
converges to g� Since feqg is a recursive sequence of ratio

nal numbers� one can e�ectively �nd a  	 �	�q� for any q so that  � eq � ���
Then� in the interval �� � ��� g��x� 	 g�x� holds� Since

U
���
� �eq� 	 �� � �� � �eq �

�

�
� eq �

�

�
��

putting ��p� q� 	 h�	�q�� �i and ��p� q� 	 �	�q� in De�nition ��� we obtain �a��
�b� easily follows�

Model � f��g is f�g
computable since U���
n �eq� is either the singleton feqg or

an open interval on which �� is constant �� As in Model �� there is a recursive
function �	 such that �	�q� 	  satis�es  � eq �  � �� The � and � de�ned
as follows will do for e�ective convergence of f��g to the constant � function ��

��p� q� 	 h�	�q�� �i � ��p� q� 	 max��	�q� � �� p� ���

Model  Yasugi and Washihara ���� have shown that the Rademacher function
system is endowed with some kind of computational attributes� It has also been
shown in ���� that it is a �uniform� �
computable sequence�

Here we will cite an example of Brattka which is �
computable and is ef

fectively approximated by a �uniform� f�g
computable sequence of functions�
�A function or function sequence is �uniformly� computable if in the de�nition
of computability �e�ective continuity� can be replaced by �e�ectively uniform
continuity���

Example �Brattka�s example� ����� �x� will denote the binary representation
of x with in�nitely many ��s�

Let f � I � R be de�ned as follows�

��



f�x� 	

�����
����

P�
i
	��i mod ���

�ni�
P

i��

j��
�nj�
j�

if �x� 	 �n��
��n��
��n� � � �Pm

i
	��i mod ���
�ni�

P
i��

j��
�nj�
j�

if �x� 	 �n��
��n��
��n� � � � �
m��

�

where n	 
 �� ni � � for i � � and li � � for all i 
 ��
Brattka showed that the function f is �Fine
computable� but is �not locally

uniformly Fine
computable�� f is in fact not locally uniformly Fine
continuous�
�See ��� for details�� However� f can be e�ectively approximated by the function
sequence f��g de�ned below �cf� ��� for details�� which is �uniformly� f�g

computable� �Each �� is �uniformly� continuous on I�k � and jumps at k

�� � k �
�� � �� So� �� is continuous with respect to the uniformity fU�

ng�� f��g is
a �uniformly� �
computable sequence of functions and f is an �
computable
function�

���x� 	

�
� if � � x � �

�
� if �

� � x � �
�

���x� 	

�����
����

������i

� �
���i��

i�x��� �

�i��
��

�i if �� �
�i�� � x � �� �

�i

�i 	 �� �� � � � � � � ��
�������

� if �� �
���� � x � �� �

��
���������

� if �� �
�� � x � �

�

Model � In each � �i���� �� �i���� ��� ���x� is e�ectively continuous and sequentially

computable� and at x 	 �i��
�� �� y � V �

n �x� if and only if y 	 x� So� f��g is f�g

computable�

Model � De�ne a function sequence f��g as follows� Suppose x � K�
hi������i�i

�

���x� 	 � if i�� � � � � i��� �	 �� i� 	 ��

���x� 	 � if i�� � � � � i� �	 ��

���x� 	 ���x��	 �� if � � � � ��i�� � � � � i��� �	 �� i� 	 ��

It can be easily shown that f��g is f�g
computable� and hence is �
computable�
In fact it is �uniformly� �
computable�

The pointwise limit� that is� lim� ���x� for each x� exists� Let us denote this
limit by c�x�� It is obvious that c�x� is the characteristic function of the Cantor
ternary set� Since f���x�g pointwise approximates c�x�� we can identify non

e�ectively the Cantor ternary set with the function sequence f��g� Since the
limit function c�x� is not continuous with respect to the limit� the convergence
can be only pointwise�

Remark In ����� we have shown that the uniformity fU�
ng of Model  and

its diagonal fUn
ng are e�ectively topologically equivalent� and that the latter is

��



�hence both are� e�ectively topologically equivalent with the Fine
metric topol

ogy� We have also shown in ���� that the metric induced from an e�ective
uniformity by a general construction preserves e�ective convergence� while left
it open if it preserves sequential computability� The metric obtained from the
uniformity fUn

ng by the general construction method indeed preserves sequen

tial computability� In ���� ��� and ���� Fine
computability and Fine
convergence
are extensively studied�
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